I. Introduction
After the introduction of Fuzzy set (FS) by Zadeh [15] in 1965 and fuzzy topology by Chang [2] in 1967, several researches were conducted on the generalizations of the notions of fuzzy sets and fuzzy topology. The concept of intuitionistic fuzzy set (IFS) was introduced by Atanassov [1] in 1983 as a generalization of fuzzy sets. In 1997 Coker [3] introduced the concept of intuitionistic fuzzy topological space. In this paper we introduce the notion of intuitionistic fuzzy contra regular weakly generalized closed mappings and intuitionistic fuzzy contra regular weakly generalized open mappings and study some of their properties. 
II. Preliminaries
For the sake of simplicity, we shall use the notation A =  x, μ A , ν A  instead of A = { x, μ A (x), ν A (x) / x X}. Also for the sake of simplicity, we shall use the notation A =  x, (μ A, μ B ), (ν A , ν B )
The intuitionistic fuzzy sets 0~ = { x, 0, 1  / x  X} and 1~ = { x, 1, 0  / x  X} are the empty set and the whole set of X, respectively.
Definition 2.3: [3]
An intuitionistic fuzzy topology (IFT in short) on a non empty set X is a family τ of IFSs in X satisfying the following axioms:
In this case the pair (X, τ) is called an intuitionistic fuzzy topological space (IFTS in short) and any IFS in τ is known as an intuitionistic fuzzy open set (IFOS in short) in X.
The complement A c of an IFOS A in an IFTS (X, τ) is called an intuitionistic fuzzy closed set (IFCS in short) in X. 
III. Intuitionist Fuzzy Contra Regular Weakly Generalized Open Mappings
In this section we introduce intuitionistic fuzzy contra regular weakly generalized open mappings. We investigate some of their properties. 
IV. Intuitionist Fuzzy Contra Regular Weakly Generalized Closed Mappings
In this section we introduce intuitionistic fuzzy contra regular weakly generalized closed mappings and investigate some of their properties. 
